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Library Policies



• What is policy?

• Why do we need to have policies?

• Where do they come from?

• Who benefits from them?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Library policies has been one of the topics that we’ve been thinking about for a while. I’ve had different takes of library policies in different roles. As a patron, I found some policies reasonable or arbitrary. As a library employee, I tried to understand them better so I can provide a better response to patron’s questions; So I asked for reasons. Why do we have these policies? Sometimes the answer was “we’ve always done it that way”; but sometimes there were logical reasons that I was unaware of them as a patron. I would like to start this presentation with some fundamental questions. What is policy?Why do we need to have policies?Where do they come from?Who benefits from them?



What is Policy?
“A course of action or set of principles determining the general 

way of doing something”
(Dictionary of Business)

• Institutional policies

• Protect user rights (privacy, equal access to information)

• Limited resources (budget, staff, space, book copies print or 
electronic)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Access Services, we rarely have standards. Instead, we have policies. The Dictionary of Business defines policy as “A course of action or set of principles determining the general way of doing something”. Besides that, I think we set policies to clarify the scope of our services. Simply because every service has some limitations. What we can do and what we can’t. How do we come up with policies? Institutional policiesProtect user rights (privacy, equal access to information)Limited resources (budget, staff, book copies print or electronic)



Importance of Policies

• Shape user experience

• Support consistency of service

• Impact staff-user relationship

• Can be utilized in handling difficult situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policies are an important component in Access Services. They can shape user experience and impact their viewpoint of libraries. They may influence a user’s decision to come back to the library or not. Consistency of service is key in providing good customer service. Library policies are in support of consistency of service and impact customer service. They impact staff-user relationship. Reasonable policies can result in creating a sense of trust in patrons. They also can be referred to in handling a difficult situation.



Policy Cycle

Policy

Review and 
observation

Solicit 
feedback

Policy change 
proposal

Solicit 
feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The word policy makes some people think that it is static. But policies should be dynamic. Meaning that they should be reviewed and modified regularly. Because, library patrons and their expectations are changing, our resources are changing, and sometimes even our institutional policies are changing. So we should review our policies and observe their implications regularly. Think about them critically. Try to respond to the following questions:Why do we need to have this policy?What was the reason behind this policy?Is it really necessary?Is it still relevant?What do we try to achieve? Then solicit feedback from staff and patrons. This may be formal, through surveys or focus groups, or informal, by listening to their concerns and comments.Based on all the information gathered, prepare a policy change proposal. Discuss it with staff and maybe even select patrons. Listen to their feedback. They may think about another aspect of the issue that you haven’t thought about. Modify the proposal until it is ready to become a policy. You may need approval for the new policy. Then communicate it with you staff and patrons. This past year, we used this cycle for some of our policies. We will discuss them one-by-one. 



Recall Policy



Recalls
• Regular collection items were eligible for recall by all patrons.

– Shortened due dates.

– $2.00 per day fine rates, maximum fine of $100 per item.

– No guarantee that the materials will be returned by the due date.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to the policy change, the UNT Libraries allowed patrons to recall regularly circulating items from other patrons using the online holds option in our online catalog. Items that were recalled could have their due date changed and carried higher fine rates. Feedback from our users indicated that this policy was not meeting the needs of our patrons and was creating barriers to access. Patrons who had items recalled from them wanted to know why they had to return books sooner than the due date they were given when they checked the books out. On top of that, they faced steep fine rates if they missed the library notices about the book. The user group most affected by this policy were our graduate students who have a semester long checkout period. Patrons who used the catalog to recall books were also disappointed with the service. They assumed that the book would be available for them on the new due date for the book, but often that wasn't the case. In most cases, if the patron had requested the book through ILL, we would have been able to get the book to them sooner.



New Policy
• Books can only be recalled by Library staff for specific uses.

– Course Reserves
– Books that can't be obtained through InterLibrary Loan

• Recalled books due in 10 days

• $10 charge added for overdue recalled books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we approached the revision of this policy, we knew we needed to keep the option to recall items open for library staff for books needed for course reserves and other special circumstances. We removed the ability to recall books from the catalog and created a workflow for staff recalls. The due date for recalled books is set to be ten days from the date of recall. We also changed the fines policy for recalled items. Recalled items no longer accrue the higher, $2.00 per day fine rate. Instead they accrue the normal fine rate of $0.35 per day with an additional $10.00 manual charge that is added to their account if the item hasn't been returned by four days after the due date.



Solutions
• ILL

• Individual emails for recalled books

• When books are recalled for reserves, the patron will still have 
access to the book – just for a shorter time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If patrons need a book that is already checked out, we recommend they request it through InterLibrary Loan. This is typically faster and more reliable than recalling a book from another patron. When books are recalled, they now receive an email sent directly from staff instead of only receiving automated notices from our ILS. It is our hope that these messages are less likely to be categorized as junk or overlooked by patrons. Also, if the book will be placed on course reserve, we can include that information in the email so the patron knows they will still be able to get access to the book.



ILL for Distance 
Learning



ILL Options for Distance Learning
• E-book purchase

• Print book purchase

• Cancellation

– ILL books not mailed to home address

– Recommend TexShare card or utilizing ILL at local public library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ILL and Doc Del served 169 Distance Learning/Home Delivery patrons last year.  User feedback and requests indicate that patrons need books not owned by UNT and may need them mailed to their home.E-book purchase is preferred option since easily accessible to other Distance Learning students.Print book purchase: rush ordered and sent to studentTexShare card:  May not fulfill needs if a participating library not nearby or item needed not held.  Many of our Distance Learning students are outside of Texas, so this is not an option for them.ILL service at public libraries varies:  may pass charges to patron.



Investigation
• List-Serv

• Shipping options

• ILLiad statistics: Cancelled requests

– 4 ILL requests eligible for home delivery

– 3 not eligible due to format/material type

– 7 could have been purchased

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Queried ILL list-serv to get info from colleagues.Shipping options:  FedEx was the best option for our needs; pre-paid return label for patron and tracking numbers for our ILLiad records.  Estimate:  $25 per shipment.Reviewed cancellation stats for FY 2017:  Found that home delivery was best option in 4 cases.



New Policy
• E-book purchase 

• Print book purchase

• Ship via FedEx

– Patron receives a pre-paid return label

– ILL receives tracking numbers



Workflow Improvement
• Modified loan request form for Distance Learning students

• ILLiad queue
– Awaiting Home Delivery Processing

• Routing rule
– Loan requests for "Home" delivery routed to new queue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loan request form:  "In instances where home delivery is required, book requests will be evaluated for purchase or delivery via trackable courier."To make sure all requests are reviewed, added new ILLiad queue and routing rule.



Non-Circulating 
Resources



Non-Circulating Resources
• Why did we look at the Non-Circulating resources?

– General maintenance
– Observation.

– No more Reference Section due to collection consolidation.

– Circulating and non-circulating items were all mixed together on the shelves.

– Patrons would get confused.

– Barrier to service and resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to review our Non-Circulating Resources for the general collection for several reasons. General Maintenance to update material that was out of date and no longer needed to be non-circ. Due to collection consolidation and since we no longer had a reference section there were more non-circulating and circulating books in one place. We also observed that students would bring a stack of books to check out and some would be non-circulating. They didn't know that what non-circulating means or that the book even had that status. While we have guidelines to allow these items to circulate on a limited basis, the student rarely used them or followed up. 24 hour checkout out or check with subject librarian for permission for longer checkouts. This became a barrier to service. 



Non-Circulating Resources
• What did we do?

– We asked Subject Librarians to evaluate the non-circulating items in their 
subject areas and encouraged them to change as much as possible 
circulating.

– We produced Excel spreadsheets with lists of non-circulating items and 
sent them to subject librarians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked Subject Librarians to evaluate the non-circulating items in their subject areas and encouraged them to change as much as possible circulating. We produced Excel spreadsheets with list of non-circulating items and sent them to subject librariansIncluded usage stats to help librarians make a decision.



Non-Circulating Resources
• We received mixed results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some subject librarians made all items circulating and some were more selective. One side benefit, they occasionally identified material that could be sent to remote storage.



Non-Circulating Resources
• Final steps in the project:

– Records were updated in the 
catalog
– We identified and corrected some 

errors

– Standardized the records

– Corrected the Non-Circulating 
labels
– Printed lists and sent shelvers to 

cross out the non-circulating 
stickers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After we received imput from the subject librarians, we organized the list and used the rapid update feature in Sierra to change the appropriate items to circulating. We were able to identify some cataloging errors (Incorrect status codes\itypes) and to make sure records were uniform. Once we made the changes, we printed lists so that student assistants can go to the stacks and pull the books and update the non-circulating stickers.



Food for Fines 
Expansion



Food for Fines Program
• Accept canned goods in exchange for waiving fines

• Cans are donated to local food pantries

• Held for a few weeks each semester

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UNT Libraries have had a reoccurring event in which we accept canned goods in exchange for waiving overdue fines. The canned food items collected are donated to the UNT Student Food Pantry and the Denton County Friends of the Family Food Pantry. This event has always been popular with students but was only held for a few weeks each semester which limited participation. We often received inquiries about when the next drive would be and students would then have to decide if they should wait to take care of their fines until the next drive, or if they needed to clear their account sooner. 



Expanded Year-Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now collect cans year-round and will distribute cans to the food pantries periodically. It's our hope that this makes it much easier for our patrons to clear fines from their accounts.



Graduate Reserves



Graduate Reserve
• The Graduate Reserve Service assigned a study carrel to a 

doctoral or graduate student.

• Regular circulating books could be assigned to the study carrel 
to support the patron's long term research needs.

• Items could be checked out for 3 days. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graduate reserve service assigned a study carrel to a doctoral or graduate students and regular circulating books could be assigned to the carrels to support their long term research needs.  It was a compromise. Other students would still have limited access to the material, but it was primarily there for the graduate or doctoral student.



Graduate Reserve
• Why did we change the service?

– We lost the study carrels due to renovations.

• What did we change?
– Where. Decided to utilize compact shelving that was vacant.

• Opportunities created by the changes were positive:
– Expansion of availability.

– 300 shelves to assign instead of just 88 carrels. No more wait list!

– Expansion of space
– 2 shelves instead of one.

– Plenty of space gave us the option to offer the service to more patrons.
– Able to open up the service to Honors Students.

• Renamed the service Research Reserves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we have had requests from patrons to expand availability of the service/carrels, the change was primarily due to library renovations and removal of the study carrels. While there are some individual study spaces, there are fewer and decisions were made not to assign those spaces to patrons. We decided to move the service to compact shelving that was vacant at the time. This decision created some positive opportunities! to expand the service. We only had about 88 carrels to assign and now we have 300 shelves No more wait list. Patrons have 2 shelves. More space/more books on graduate reserve. Having more shelves available, we were able to open the service up to Honors Students. After opening up the service, the name GRADUATE reserves no longer made sense so it was renamed RESEARCH reserves.



Research Reserve
• Now more mobile.

– Patron's with books on 
research reserve are no 
longer tied to one space.

– Provided baskets and book 
trucks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since graduate carrels are not assigned, patrons are not tied to one area. Baskets and book trucks are available for patrons take the material anywhere in the library.



Final Remarks
• Policies are more effective if they are current and relevant

• Updating policies can show to users that we are listening to their 
feedback

• Getting buy-in is critical so the change proposals should be 
thoroughly researched beforehand 

• Asking for input from stakeholders is necessary during the 
planning phase 
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